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1 0 U T L I N E 
1.1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The contemporaneous nature of the interformational folding in the 
Table Mountain Group is well established by its stratigraphic setting. The 
zone of deformation which constitutes a distinctive stratigraphic horizon, 
is widespread throughout the Western Cape. Its unusual stratigraphic width 
attracts special interest and has resulted in differing opinions as to the 
mode of deformation. A glacial origin has been widely accepted. 
L3.l 
1.2 OBJECT 
The object of this study is 
(i) to document the internal and external geometry 
of the Fold Zone, 
(ii) to determine the relation between the interfor-
mational folds and the overlying Pa.khuis diamic-
ti tes and 
(iii) to construct a hypothesis regarding the mode of 
deformation. 
1.3 MNrHOD 
Selection of areas * 
Ideal areas for field investigation are limited by the north-south 
trending tectonic folds which control the development of a rugged mountainous 
landscape. 
The areas selected for fieldwork are located on the broad, subhori-
zontal hinge zone of the Cedarberg anticline, its wavelength being of the or-
der of tens of miles. The culmination point is situated at Sneeukop (Esel-
bank) from where the axis plunges gently north and south. 
* Refer to locality Map 1. 
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1.3.2 Mapping 
As a first approach, an area 2,000ft x 4,000ft (600m x 1200m) 
at De Trap (Map 2), .was mapped by plane table and telescopic alidade. 
Regional stratification may attain a maximum dip of 10°, directed south-
east. For orientation studies the regional attitude was assumed to be 
horizontal as direct field measurement proved impossible. 
The variability of the fold elements was subsequently determined 
on a regional basis. Maps 4 1 5 and 6 (cf. locality Map 1) were compiled 
from uncontrolled mosaics. 
tilt exceeds 5°. 
1.3.3 Stereographic analysis 
Orientation data are corrected where tectonic 
All three-dimensional orientation data were manipulated and com-
piled in the lower hemisphere of an equal-area Schmidt net as described by 
Turner and Weiss (1963; pp. 58-60), using the grid method for contouring. 
Nadirs are defined as poles to dip directions of planes. The projection 
of' the plunging end of a line is referred to as the pole of that line. 
1.3.4 Primary macrofabric analysis 
The preferred orientation of clasts in the Pak:huis diamictites was 
determined at De Trap, using Member divisions to define sampled populations. 
The number of measurements 1epended on the availibility of suitable clasts 
in every Member. The sample domain is shown by the outcrop distribution 
of the Members (Map 2). The lower Sneeukop Member was subsampled by defi-
ning each synclinal core as a separate population. 
By introducing a controlled bias, any inherent preferred orienta-
tion should be accentuated. This was accomplished by using well developed 
rod-like and discoidally shaped clasts to measure the attitude of A and the 
A~surface respectively. The long axes of rod-like clasts varied from 2 to 
28cmj care was ta.ken to ensure that the A/]. -ratio exceeded 1.5. The ma-
jority of clasts were discoids. 
In the compilation of poles to discoids, rods are indicated by the 
pole of a hypothetical disc, of which the rod represents the line of dip on 
the A!! -plane of the disc; this would indeed be true only for a longitudi-
nal mode of transport of rods. 
1~3.5 Microfabric analysis 
The preferred orientation of the long axes of quartz grains was 
determined both for primary and imposed fabrics. Surfaces of maximum fabric 
contrast, defined by the preferred orientation of A' on any boundary surface 
of a layer, were investigated by a stereomicroscope, using either reflected 
or polarized light for best definition of grain boundaries. A circle-seg-
mented graticule, fitted in the objective, was used for rapid grouping of 
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orientations in 20° classes (modulo 'ii). 
Only grains with an A'/~' -ratio exceeding 1.5, were used. By 
subsampling on a differential grain size basis, an attempt was made to deter-
mine whether orientation is a function of grain size. Separate counts were 
made of fractions with A' smaller than 0.4mm and larger than l.Omm. Grains 
larger than l.Omm in diameter were too few to warrant further subsampling 
on the available slabs. The number of grain counts (N) was determined by 
subsequent sampling; 100 - 150 counts usually sufficed. 
Compass diagrams were compiled from these data. The central po-
sition of a modal class or classes constituting a mode was used to define 
the statistical orientation of A'. Block diagrams, depicting only the mo-
dal vectors, illustrate the essentially three-dimensional fabric pattern. 
No significant experimental errors have been introduced during the 
preparation of orientated polished sections or slides. Determination of 
the depositional surface, however, is problematic. The attitude of inter-
calated arenite lentils in the lower Sneeukop Member indicates the orienta-
tation of ab(Sed.) for samples taken nearby. For the upper Sneeukop Member 
and Steenbras Member (De Trap) ab(Sed.) is assumed to be subhorizontal i.e. 
a maximum dip error of 10° is introduced. Where this direction of dip is 
subparallel to the preferred orientation A' on ab(Sed.) and the imbrication 
angle is 10° or less, erroneously inferred transport directions may result. 
1.3.6 Radiography 
Radiographs, taken by Dr. I.O. Faiman, Cape Tow~, of the Pakhuis 
diamictites revealed no internal structures. Rock slabs, parallel to ac(Sed.), 
were prepared 3mm thick and approximately 4cm x 5cm. 
tails are: 
Further technical de-
film: Cronex X-ray 
exposure: 25 ma x 3 seconds 
KV: 40 
distance source-film: 
developing time: 
1,3.7 Terminology and notations 
lOOcm 
3 minutes 
The terms used to describe folds are those proposed by Fleuty (1964) 
and the terminology for layering has been defined by Elliot (1965; pp. 198-
199). 
A, B & C 
A' 
a, b & c (Sed.) 
long, intermediate and short 
axes of clasts 
apparent long axes of clasts 
orthogonal reference system 
for primary directional proper-
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a' , b' & c' ( Sed.) 
a, b & c (Geom.) 
a, b & c (Kin.) 
s1 
s 2 
S3 
s4 
11 
12 
B 
P' 
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ties of sediments (Potter and 
Pettijohn, 1963, p. 24) 
ab - principal surface of de-
position 
a - line of movement 
b - sedimentary strike 
for reference to deformed sedi-
mentary fabrics 
orthogonal reference system which 
denotes the monoclinic fabric of 
a tectonite geometrically (Whitten, 
1966; p. 106) 
ab - most prominent foliation 
ac - monoclinic plane of symmetry 
b - normal to the monoclinic 
plane of symmetry, parallel 
to B, the fold axis. 
orthogonal reference system which 
denotes the kinematic axes of a 
monoclinic tectonite fabric (Whit-
ten, 1966; p. 107) 
a - line of movement 
b = B - axis of external rotation 
ac ·- plane of deformation 
ab - slip surface 
surfaces bounding cross-laminae 
stratification surfaces ("bedding 
planes") 
slip surfaces bounding transposition 
bands (transposition bands will be 
referred to as s3-bands) 
surfaces bounding a set of s3-bands 
(a set of s3-bands will be referred 
to as s4-bands) 
intersection between s1 and s2 
a special type of lineation, cf. 
section 2.3.2.l(ii)c 
fold axis 
zone axis 
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2 C 0 M P I L A T I 0 N A N D ANALYSIS 0 F D A T A 
2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 
The interformational folding was first described by Haughton et 
al., 1925. They concluded that the folds formed transversely to the direc-
tion of ice-flow in front of the contact line between an ice mass and the 
underlying sand. An easterly direction of ice-flow was inferred from the 
fold asymmetry. "The horizontality of the main band of tillite •••• above 
••••••"the folding lead them to the view that the tillite was subaqueously 
deposited. 
Haughton (1929) reported intraformational folding in both the Pe-
ninsula and Nardouw Formations of the Table Mountain Group, which was taken 
as evidence for more than one glacial advance. 
Visser, (1962) regarded the tillite as a terrestrial glacier depo-
sit; deposition took place after the advance of individual glaciers along 
synclinal valleys. Ice-flow was parallel to the fold axes from the north-
northeast, as inferred from two petrofabric analyses as well as heavy mineral 
distri.bution and nglacial floors".* 
Rust (1967), during the course of a regional survey, compiled ex-
tensive data pertaining to the orientation of the fold axes (cf. his fig. 99). 
He concluded that an ice-sheet advanced from north to south, parallel to the 
regional trend of the fold axes; the ice effected huge loadcasts which be-
came elongated in canoe-shaped folds due to the forward motion of the ice 
sheet. The Sneeukop tillite represented an englacial deposit in the pod 
folds. Paleo-ice-flow was determined by petrofabric analysis on 13 samples 
from the Pakhuis tillites and 9 "glacial floors". * 
2.2 LITHOLOGY OF STRATIGRAPHIC SEQUENCE 
2.2.1 Stratigraphy 
The lithostratigraphic sequence of the Table Mountain Group, as 
established by Rust (1967), is presented in table I. 
iE quotation marks by author 
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TABLE I (after Rust, 1967) 
-·· - . ~ 
FORMATIONS MEMBERS MAXIMUM THICKNESS 
Nardouw (sandstone) 3,000ft 
.~ .... ---~--------
Di sa Sil t'stone 
Cedarberg - - - - --- ~ - ------ 450ft 
Soom Shale 
!----------+------------- --·-·-----~ 
~ Kobe tillite 
1 g ----------------! 
~ Steenbras Tillite ~ 
z Pakhuis - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 400ft 
~ Oskop Sandstone 
~ --------~------
0 Sneeukop Tillite 
. ::;;: 
l%l ~ . : Peninsula (sand st one) 6, OOOft 
c::x:· 
8 !---------+-------------------- ... -.. ----
i Graafwater (purple fine sandstone) l,400ft 
--~------·----·------· 
I Piekenier (conglomeratic) 3,000ft 
~-'---------'--1--~-~~-------~--L-------~---! 
Brachiopoda from the Cedarberg Formation indicate an upper Ordovician 
(Ashgill) age (Cocks et al., 1969). Rust consequently estimates that the Table 
Mountain Group sedimentation spans the entire Ordovician and Silurian Periods. 
Penecontemporaneous deformation enables the establishment of an 
informal time-stratigraphic sequence. The value of each time marker is de-
pendent on the duration of the deformational event. Stages and substages can 
be delimited within such an undefined series (cf. table 2). Stage B, which 
is delimited by the first deformational phase and the Brachiopod Zone, is fur-
ther subdivided by a second period of deformation into Substages B-1 and B-2. 
The boundaries of these time-stratigraphic sequences parallel the member and 
formation subdivisions ori a regional scale. 
2.2.2 Peninsula Formation 
The lithology of the Peninsula Formation has an important bearing 
on the penecontemporaneous deformation in its uppermost horizon. The most 
important characteristic is its lithologic homogeneity. Stratification is invaria-
bly cross-laminated{planar -cype)and varies in thickness from . 2ft to lOft (o.6 - 3m); the 
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TABLE 2 
Lithe-stratigraphic units Time-stratigraphic units Boundaries of time-
Formations Members Stages Substages stratigraphic units 
Disa C(post-glacial 
Brachiopod Zone (Ashgill) -Cedarberg 
-----·-
So om 
§' B-2 0 Kobe H 
~ 
~ B (glacial) ·rl ----..---
<I! 
--.J 
§ Steenbras 0 
:::;:: 
Cl) Pakhuis 
------- 2nd Period of Deformation 
r--1 
~ Oskop E-t 
------- B-1 
Upper Sneeukop 
-----·- 1st Period of Deformation 
Lower Sneeukop 
Peninsula 
.. ___ l(p~-~l~=~ 
·-.. ·-~· 
__ ..,,,.,._,,._=....,.-- --._,.,.,.,,..-...r...,.......,,,, ... ,_,.... 
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cross-laminae vary in thickness from 0.4 to 3 inches (1 to 8cm). 
Microscopic observations show that: 
(i) The formation consists essentially of a 
medium grained (mode approx. o.6mm) quartz 
arenite. 
(ii) The arenite is well sorted; no matrix is 
present. 
(iii) The sand is cemented by overgrowth quartz; 
the detrital cores being suspiciously well. 
rounded. 
(iv) The detrital cores are partly afloat in the 
cement, indicating a loose packing. Where 
the framework is intact most contacts are 
tangential.· . 
(v) No dynamic metamorphic effects were detected 
at De Trap and De Bailie. This generally 
applies to the entire Formation in the Cedar-
berg area. 
2.2.3 Fold Zone 
The uppermost portion of the Peninsula lithosome, and the overlying 
lower Sneeukop Member, were folded prior to the deposition of the superposed 
sediments, and constitute the Fold Zone. The penecontemporaneous aspect of 
the folding is reflected by the environmental associations between the lower 
Sneeukop Member ·and the rest of the Pakhuis Formation. 
The folding dies out downwards and commonly forms a regular decol-
lement surface (Plates 1, 2A & 2B). The overlying sediments are unconfor-
mably related to the Fold Zone; the contact surface is regular (Plate 2B) 
and erosional features are evident from structural discontinuities (Plate 6E). 
The areal distribution and external geometry of the Fold Zone in 
relation to the basin axis (it is assumed that the geometry of the basin is 
related to the geometry of the basin fill) are shown in fig. 1 (compiled from 
Rust, 1967; figs. 99 & 112); a genetic association is implied by the symme-
tric relationship. The Fold Zone attains a maximum thickness of 300ft (90m) 
Profiles of the Fold Zone (fig. 2) illustrate the following conspi-
cuous features: 
(i) Isolated centres of no deformation. 
(ii) Both abrupt and gradual decrease in 
Fold Zone thickness towards the isolated 
centres of no deformation. 
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(iii) Regional fluctuations of Fold Zone thickness. 
Map 6 illustrates the marginal character of the Fold Zone which 
in section would appear like a thin (0-10ft/0-3m) discontinuous, tapering 
zone with sparsely distributed belts of deeper (15-40ft/4-12m) deformation 
(cf. Map 6; Karookop)o 
Microscopic comparisons between the deformed and undeformed quartz 
arenite of the Peninsula Formation reveal no compositional and textural dif-
ferences. Structurally, though, there is a significant difference; the 
folded s4-banding is conspicuously thinner (2ft/0.6m) than the undeformed 
cross-stratified layers immediately below the Fold Zoneo 
The sympathetically folded lower Sneeukop Member is described in 
section 2.2.4.2. 
2.2.4 Pakhuis Formation 
2.2.4.1 Introduction 
For the sake of convenience the Sneeukop Member is informally di-
vided into a lower and an upper part, the boundary being the upper surface 
of the Fold Zone. The Kobe Member should be grouped with the Cedarberg For-
mation because: 
(i) Lithostratigraphic principals (A.C.SoN., 1961) 
demand lithologically alike sediments to be 
grouped together irrespective of genetic asso-
ciations. 
(ii) The Kobe Member is a facies variation of the Soom 
Shale Member of the Cedarberg Formation. 
2.2.4.2 Lower Sneeukop Member. 
The lower Sneeukop Member constitutes the upper part of the Fold 
Zone. It typically occupies the synclinal cores which, in some instances, 
have become isolated due to tight overfolding (cf. Plate 1 and Map 2). Ori-
·~ 
ginally it was probably a blanket deposit not thicker than 20 - 40ft (6 - 12m). 
The lower contact with the Peninsula arenite is usually sharp and 
conformable but irregular structure is also developed. Fig. 3 illustrates 
an unconformable contact. Some megaclasts typical of the Sneeukop diamic-
tite are partly embedded in the bounding surface between the Peninsula For-
mation and the lower Sneeukop Member (Plate 2D). 
The lower Sneeukop Member consists of arenaceous diamictite (Flint 
et al., 1960 (a) & (b) which rarely displays stratification (cf. Plate 1). 
No internal structures are revealed by radiographs. The rudite fract iMon -"~stra 
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of the diamictite is sparsely and randomly distributed; these clasts are 
of variable composition but consist dominantly of quartzite. Most clasts 
are waterworn discoids, commonly faceted, poli$h~d and striated parallel to 
their.A~planes. The following features were determined microscopically: 
(i) The arenite grains consist of quartz, 
rock fragments and accessory zircon9 
tourmaline and rutile. 
(ii) The mode within the arenite fraction 
ranges from Oo3mm to 0.6mm. 
(iii) The arenaceous grains are well rounded 
and loosely packed with tangential con-
tacts. 
(iv) The interpore space (5-10% by volume) is 
filled by smaller particles floating in 
a mass of cryptocrystalline material 
which represents the diagenetically re-
crystallized lutite fraction -(authigenic 
sericite, biotite and pressure solution 
features indicate that at least the ana-
diagenetic stage was reached during burial). 
Lenticular bodies of a fine grained arenite (modal developme~t in 
the 0.2 - Oo3mm range) were found near the Peninsula Formation/Sneeuk6p Mem-
ber contact (cf. Map 2). They vary in thickness from 2 to 5ft (0.6 to l.5m) 
and continue along strike for 40 to lOOft (12 to 30m). In the only thin 
section prepared the lower contact with diamictite was found to be microsco-
pically sharp. 
o.5mm) sets (5 
Internally the lenses consist of graded, laminated (0.1 -
- lC~cm) which depict normal faulting with slight displacement, 
penetrative within 5. ~ 15mm. The displacement surfaces are sharply <;i-efined. 
Some la.minae have sagged and are slightly contorted. 
zircon and tourmaline abound. 
.,. 
The accessory minerals 
Fig. 4 depicts what appears to be a fossil ice-wedge at De Trap. 
The contact between the wedge-like small-pebble diamictite body and the sur-
rounding diamictite is vague. 
Medium to coarse grained quartz arenite lentils are sporadically . 
interbedded in the diamictite. The lentils usually are less than 2' (0.6m) 
thick and have a strike-length of 5 - 40ft (1.5 - 12m). They have well-
defined convex-shaped lower boundaries which were used to indicate the geo-
' petal relation (plate 2E). The orientation of these lentils largely proves 
the folded nature of the lower Sneeukop Member (Map 2). The lentils rarely 
have an intertongliing relationship with the surrounding diamictite. The 
contacts commonly are graded. Microfabric analyses of two lentils indicate 
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flow in a direction 346° (dgm. 1) and parallel to 170° (dgm. 2, Map 3). * 
The two three-dimensional fabric patterns suggest altogether different modes 
of transport; dgm. 1, a typical example of an uncomplicated fabric pattern, 
depicts longitudinal transport with a low negative imbrication angle, probably 
typical of lamellar flow. More turbulent fluid-flow conditions are inferred 
from the complex pa,tter:h sh.own in dgm. 2: 
(i) Imbrication angles are large and variable, in-
dicating a rotational movement around b(Sed.). 
(ii) The two principal modes on the ab(sed.)-plane, 
with a non-orthogonal relation, are evidence of 
a longitudinal as well as a transverse mode of .. 
transport; the grai?S transported in a longi tudi-
nal fashion, typical of suspended particles, had 
less constraint exercised upon them (therefore 
the non-orthogonal relationship) than those trans-
ported transversely i.e. traction. 
The macrofabric patterns of diamictite exposed in two separate syn-
clinal cores approach random distributions (dgms. 17 & 18). It was first 
assumed that the depositional interface was subparallel to regional strati-
fication. This assumption is. now considered to be in error and the already 
indicated folded nature of the lower Sneeu.kop Member is also inferred from 
the random fabric patterns. 
Dgms. 3,4,5 & 6 illustrate the three-dimensional microfabric pat-
terns established for four samples from the.lower Sneeu.kop Member. The vec-
torial data are compiled on Map 3. Although size differentiated analysis 
does not prove different modes of transport for different size fractions, it 
is evident that the transport medium exerted more constraint on the orien-
tation of the larger sized particles (cf. co. dgms. 6D & 6E). It may still 
be possible to prove orientation as a function of size by increasing the gap 
between the two size fractions. Different modes of transport have been es-
tablished for different samples; the grains with longitudinal modes of trans-
port have high (50°) or variable angles of imbrication (dgms. 5 & 6) while 
a larger constraint in the ac(Sed.)-plane and a low angle (10°) of imbrication 
is evident for transverse transport (dgm. 4). The non-orthogonal bimodal 
pattern on the ab(Sed.)-plane of one sample (dgm. 5) is significant in that 
it appears to represent critical fluid-flow conditions between that necessary 
for transverse (dgm. 4), and longitudinal (dgm. 6) modes of transport. Three 
samples thus represent fabric patterns reflecting three different flow regimes. 
Two samples taken within lOft (3m) of one another (lft/0.3m vertically) have 
different fabric patterns (dgms. 3 & 4) 9 suggesting short distance variabi-
lity in the flow regime. The one sample, measuring 7cm x 5cm x 3cm, does 
not even constitute a homogeneous domain (dgm. 3); t:he modes on the vertical 
planes do not define the mode on the ab(Sed.)-plane. This heterogeneity 
* The localities with th,e vectorial data are shown on Map 3 by the diagram number. 
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can be ascribed to either 
(i) variability in the flow regime, or 
(ii) penetrative deformation. 
2.2.4.3 Upper Sneeukop Member 
The upper Sneeukop Member overlies the Fold Zone unconformably. 
The unconformity commonly is an undulating surface with the low areas related 
to underlying synclines. The upper Sneeukop Member is a blanket deposit, 
estimated not to exceed 40' (12m) in thickness~ 
The upper Sneeukop Member consists dominantly of feebly stratified 
(l - 2ft/o.3 - 0.6m) arenaceous diamictite; no internal structures were re-
vealed by radiographs. Thin (less than o.5ft/15cm) beds of quartz arenite 
and pebble washes occur frequently towards the top. The upper arenaceous 
diamictite corresponds in'all textural and compositional features with the 
lower Sneeukop diamictite. 
The fabric pattern of the rudite fraction, representative of the . 
mapped area (Map 3), defines flow in direction 167°. Dgm. l9 1 which depicts 
nadirs to planar and poles to linear fabric elements, illustrates a secondary 
mode transverse to the current direction. Using the same field data it is 
shown that the compilation of poles to fabric elements (dgm. 20) is not sen-
sitive enough to identify flow characteristics. 
Microfabric analysis on three samples yielded unsatisfactory results. 
Dgm. 7 illustrates the fabric pattern of a heterogeneous sampled domain (5cm 
x 5cm x 5cm) i.e. the modal vectors on the ac(Sed.)- and bc(Sed.)-planes do 
not define the modal vector on the ab(Sed.)-plane. This can be due to 
(i) a primary heterogeneous flow regime or 
(ii) deformation. 
The triclinic fabric patterns (dgms. 8 & 9) are probably due to ill-defined 
surfaces of deposition (±. 10°). Size differentiated analysis of the bimodal 
pattern on the ab(Sed.)-plane (dgm. 8; cf. co. dgms. 8D & 8E) proves the pre-
ferred orientation of A' as a function of size. Under fluid-flow conditions 
the larger particles will tend to be transversely transported (Rusnak, 1957) 
and the smaller particles longitudinally; an approximately east-west line 
of flow can thus be inferred from dgm. 8. 
2.2.4.4 Oskop Member 
The Oskop Member is a conspicuous quartz arenite bed (2 - 6ft/0.6 
- 2m) which overlies the Sneeukop Member discontinuously. At De Trap it 
consists of a single cross-stratified layer which indicates flow in direction 
210° (cf. Map 3). A second period of penecontemporaneous deformation affec-
. ~ 
ted the Oskop Member locally, and is discussed in section 2.4. 
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2.2.4.5 Steenbras Member 
The Steenbras Member is a discontinuous sheet of feebly stratified 
(l - 2ft/0.3 - 0.6m) arenacious diamictite; no internal structures were re-
vealed by radiographs and the compositional and textural features are similar 
to those of the Sneeukop diamictite. The diamictite grades upward into either 
the Kobe Member (lutaceous diamictite) or the Soom Shale Member. 
A northerly flow is indicated by one microfabric pattern (dgm. 10: 
Map 3); the non-orthogonal bimodal pattern on the ab(Sed.)-plane reflects 
both longitudinal and transverse modes of transport. The recurrence of the 
non-orthogonal relation between the two principal modes on the ab(Sed.)-plane 
suggests that it is an inherent characteristic to the mode of transport of 
the diamictites; assuming fluid-flow conditions, it is proposed that the 
particles in longitudinal motion describe a sinuous curve i.e. the spiral 
motion of a vortex parallel to a(8ed.). 
2.3 INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE FOLD ZONE 
* 2.3.1 Flexural-slip folding 
2.3.1.1 Introduction 
Folding of the Peninsula quartz arenite took place by 
(i) flexuring in s2 and s4 , and 
(ii) slip on s1 , s2, S3 and 84• 
As slip occurred on both primary and secondary S-surfaces the definition of 
Whitten (1966) does not strictly apply. The movement picture, though, re-
mains the same. Flow, by slip on S1 and s3, within S2 and s4 resulted in 
classical "incompetent" behaviour (Plate 6c). 
Slip on S2, either by slip between 82-layers or by rotation-drag 
of s1 on s2, is well illustrated where the movement is obstructed by pebbles 
lying in 82 (Plate 3A); this line of movement defines a(Kin.) and is situated 
in the ac(Geom.)-plane of the fold. 
The intensity of deformation always increases upwards from the de-
collement surface. The transposition of s3 occurs from bottom to top with 
associated change in fold style. 
2.3.1.2 Folding in S2 
Flexuring in s2 is characteristic of the lowermost part of the Fold 
Zone as delimited on Map 3. Concomitant slip on s1 resulted in different 
internal configurations of s2-layers: 
* Defined by Whitten (1966; p. 131) 
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(i) In rare box-like folds S1 tends to parallel 
s2 on the limbs while it is perpendicular 
on the crests (fig. 5, Plate 2F). 
(ii) A single example was observed where S1 
maintained an approximately perpendicular 
relation to s2 throughout:_ the folded s2-
layer (fig. 6). 
(iii) A well exposed hinge zone at De Trap (Plate 
3F) allowed a detail orientation study of 
sl' s2 and 11. With respect to the fold 
elements, the hinge zone constitutes a ho- 1 
mogeneous domain. All possible attitudes 
of S1, s2 and L1 were measured, and compiled 
on a Schmidt net (dgm. 21). The following 
features are evident~ 
(a) The orientat~on of s1 remains un-
changed throughout the fold. 
(b) The distribution of L1 is such that it 
could be described by either a great 
circle or a small circle. These two 
possibilities are mutually exclusive, 
except for the special case where Bs2 
is parallel to s1, which in this parti-
cular case is not so. It is concluded 
that 11 lies on a great circle because 
(i) The pole to this great circle (P) 
coincides with the locus of s1 poles and 
(ii) s1 has a constant orientation. 
(c) The locus of s1-poles lies on the axi_al plane 
(s5), meaning that s1 is constantly orientated 
normal to s5• 
The fold is illustrated in Fig. 7. 
2.3.1.3 Transposition of s1 
Cross-laminae were transposed to s3-bands by progressive slip on, and 
rotation of cross-laminae. Sets of parallel s3~bands are bounded by s4-surfa-
ces which probably represent the original stratification surfaces (Plate 20). 
Pure st rain rendered the s3-bands thinner ( 0 .1 - 3crrV tha.n the original S1 -
layers (1 - · 7cm). 
--.....,/' 
A single outcrop at De Trap (locality 22 1 Map 3) displays the transpo-
sition of S1-la,yers to S3-bancfa parallel to the original stratification,s2. (Plate2H). 
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Progressive increased transposition of s1-layers is first associated with a 
thickening of the s2-layer as the s1-layers are rotated subperpendicular to, 
s2• s1-layers become curviplanar due to drag; the increase in curvature 
towards the bottom suggests that most movement due to slip on S2 occurred 
on the lower s2-surface while the upper part remained relatively passive 
(fig. 8). Dgm. 22 is a stereographic representation of the transposition, 
compiled from measurements taken representatively over the section. The 
poles plot along a small circle indicating homoaxial rotation. This axis 
of internal rotation approximately corresponds to B when assuming the limb 
to be part of a horizontal fold (the limb actually is a divergent part of 
a horizontal syncline). The slip on S2, parallel to the dip of the fold 
limb, defines a(Kin.) while the {internal) rotation axis defines b(Kin. )= 
B {cf. dgm. 22). 
It is thus concluded that transposition is effected by differential 
slip on s2; the mode of rotation reflects .the effect of increased friction 
due to normal stress. 
2. 3 .1. 4 Imposed fabric 
A microfabric study of samples taken at different stages of S1-
transposi tion (sa,mple locations are indicated on Plate 2H as 1, 2 & 3 which 
also denote the transposition stages)reflects a continuous change in fabric 
to ultimately result in the imposed fabric of the s3-bands. 
The first stage is represented by a Si-layer in an initial state 
of deformation but before rotation through the vertical. The three-dimen-
sional fabric pattern is shown on dgm. 11: 
(i) The modal vector on a'b' (Sed.) is not symmetrical-
ly related to the dip direction but tends to be 
transversely orientated. 
(ii) The large "imbrication" angle on a'c'(Sed.) and 
its direction of dip suggest some rotation around 
b' (Sed.) 
(iii) The low variance modes possibly indicate an impo-
sed constraint on the rearrangement of grains. 
Such a deformed fabric pattern is thought to be due to 
(a) bodily movement of Si-layers and/or 
(b) pure strain of s1-layers and/or 
(c) rearrangement of individual grains (to a 
lesser extent during the first stage of 
transposition)due to slip on S1• 
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The second stage is represented by an inverted s1~layer after its 
rotation through the vertical. The three-dimensfonal fabric pattern (dgm. 
12) differs significantly from that of the first stage: 
(i) The modal vector on a'b' (Sed.) parallels 
the dip direction. 
(ii) The modal vector on a'c'(Sed.) now makes a small 
(20°) angle with the Si-surface. 
(iii) A lower modal spread on all three planes of 
maximum fabric contrast is evident by compa-
ring the relevant compass diagrams with those 
of the first stage. 
The final transposed stage is represented by. an orientated sample · 
taken from a s3-band 2ft (0.6m) from the arepite/diamictl.te contact (3rd stage, 
Plate 2H) and does not necessarily represent the same cross-stratified layer 
referred to above. The three-dimensional fabric pattern has essentially 
orthorhombic symmetry (dgm. 13) 
(i) The modal vector on the s3-surface makes a 10° . 
angle with the dip direction i.e. subparallel. 
(ii) The modal vector on a'c' (Sed.) is parallel to 
S3• 
(iii) The modal spread on the s3-surface is signifi-
cantly larger than those of stages 1 and 2. 
The mode of fa.bric imposition is functionally related to the large 
constra.int exerted on movement and to .the movement picture of mean strain as 
described·by the three stages above: 
(i) The preferred direction of A attains an orien-
tation subparallel to dip of Sy This di.rection 
has previously been defined as a(Kin.) by diffe-
rential slip on s2 (section 2.3.1.3). 
(ii) The component al movement of grains on a' b' (Sed.) 
and a' c' (Sed.) appears to be rotational. Such 
movement probably requires a significant normal 
stress component along with slip parallel to 
a(Kin.). 
The shearing and normal stresses on S1 during transposition to s3 resulted 
in dilatation of s1-layers by means of considerable flow along a(Kin.). 
It is proposed therefore that the degree of fabric imposition is a function 
of the change in thickness of Si-layers. 
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Ill-defined S-surfaces, approximately 5cm apart, are sporadi-
cally present in the diamictite within 5' (l.3m) from the contact with 
the Peninsula Formation (Plate 3B). These S-surfaces are always parallel 
to s3• The microfabric pattern (dgm. 14) of these S-layers has a near-
orthorhombic symmetry, suggesting an imposed fabric. It is concluded that 
these 5-surfaces are essentially s3-surfaoes developed in the lower Sneeu-
kop Member. The preferred orientation of A on s3, defining a(Kin.) differs 
significantly from the dip direction of the fold limb, and apparentiy is un-
related to the micro-fold elements (Map 3); this locality (14, Map 3) is 
situated in a domain of crossfolding. 
2.3.2 Geometric analysis 
2.3.2~1 Small structures 
(i) Folds. 
-
Minor folding in 64-bands is rare and 
always congruous. More common are congruous 
minor similar folds in s3-bands withiii s4-bands: 
(a) Some ar.e parasitic to folding in 54-bands 
(Plate 3C & D). 
(b) Others probably formed by differential 
slip on s3 (Plate 3E). 
(c) A single outcrop depicts a fold which con-
sists of one fold form .and probably origina-
ted by parallel slip on both bounding sur-
faces of the 62-layer during transposition 
(Plate 20). 
(d) Buckling of s3~bands on the crest of an 
anticline in the lower part of the Fold 
Zone probably indicates compression within 
the s4-band (fig. 9). 
(ii) Lineations. 
(a) Fold mullions (Whitten, 1966; p. 315) are rare 
and formed by tight folding in s3-bands; 1;he 
enveloping surface of the hinge zones being s4 
(Plate 3D}. The mullions are aligned parallel 
to B. 
(b) s1/s2 intersections (L1) yield: 
1. b(Geom. )~lineations on the crests 
of box-like folds (Map J, domain 4; · 
cf, Map 2). 
2. lineations unrelated to the fold elements 
(Plate 3F; cf. section 2.3.1.2 (iii)). 
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(c) The most abundant lineation, L2 1 is difficult 
to define but apparently is an s3/s4 inter-
section. It commonly resembles a linear 
parting of s3-bands and also occurs as alter-
nating ''grooves" and "ridges" (Plates3C, 3G & 
3H). It rarely is curvilinear on a mesoscopic 
scale (Plate 3G) and macroscopically defines 
B (dgrris. 23 & 25) 
(i~i) Structures due to rupture are rare and were observed to 
cluster at two widely separated localities, situated in 
the upper limits of the Fold Zone. 
(a) The Pup: Small scale faulting and the apparent 
bodily translation of a set of S3-bands were 
observed (Plate 4A & B). 
(b) De Trap: Faulting has been preceded by plastic 
behaviour as shown by the sympathetic folding of 
s3-bands(fig. 10). 
(iv) Sedimentary dikes (Plate 4D) are common in the lower 
Sneeukop Member i.e. in the synclinal cores (Map 2): 
(a) 
(b) 
The dikes vary in width from l to 14 inches 
(2 to 35cm) and are from 5 to lOOft (1.5 to 
30m) long. 
They are slightly curvilinear, frequently bifur-
cate and usually taper out; a single example of 
abrupt termination against the Peninsula arenite 
was observed. 
(c) The dikes are always orientated normal to the 
synclinal axis. 
(d) Grading along strike was observed; the coarser 
part of the dike being away from the Peninsula 
arenite cfontact. 
(e) Graiing across strike is common and was also 
observed microscopically within the sand-sized 
fraction. The coarser material is concentrated 
in the middle .Portion of the dikes, and commonly 
contains odd pebbles and grit. 
(f) The contact between a dike and the surrounding 
diamictite is sharp. 
(g) The compositional and textural features of the 
dike material are similar to those of the dia-
micti te of the lower Sneeukop Member described 
~) 
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in section 2.2.4.2; euhedral pyrite, 
though, is much more common in the dikes. 
The perfect orthorhombic microfabric symmetry of one 
dike (dgm. 15) is thought to be characteristic for 
quasi-liquid (Elliot, 1965; p. 195) flow parallel 
to the dike walls. Assuming (after Bhattacharyya, 
1966) parallel arrangement of linear grains with flow, 
a(Kin.) is defined as shown on dgrn. 15, fig. ll and 
Map 3. 
A .second dike yielded a triclinic fabric pattern 
(dgm. 16) which is probably due to flow, obliquely 
s;li.gned with respect to the dike walls. Net flow, 
parallel to the dike walls, apparently was horizontal. 
Such flow can be ascribed to a varianc~ in the viscosi-
ty of the flow medium or to obstacles. 
(v) Detached and semi-detached bands of Peninsula arenite 
are commonly situated in the lower Sneeukop diamictites 
at or near the contact. The arenite bands are easily 
recognized as of Peninsula origin by their transposi-
tion features. The bands range in length.from l to 
40ft (0.3 to 12m) and are generally only 6 inches (15cm) 
thiCk (exceptionally 3ft/lm). Where abundant, the 
contact is rendered irregular by the mixing of the two 
components (Plate 4E). Map 2 shows that the bands 
are concentrated on the western contacts and culmina-
tions of the diamictite-containing synclines; the 
bands are generally aligned parallel to or tangential 
to the structural trend. Folding and buckling of de-
tached arenite bands are shown on Plate 4F and fig. 16. 
The detachment is thought to take place by splaying 
(an initial splaying process is illustrated in Plate 
4G), and by parting along s3-surfaces of the Peninsu-
la arenite. 
2.3.2.2 Fold dimensions 
( i) Amplitude. The amplitude (2A) is expressed by a value 
which is the shortest distance between the enveloping 
surfaces of a folded surface. .2A, for the different 
folded surfaces, varies from top to bottom in the Fold 
Zone and commonly increases stratigraphically upwards 
(Plate 2A & 6E). 2A for synclines, especially in the 
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intensely deformed areas, closely corresponds 
to the Fold Zone thickness (Plate l); a maxi-
mum value for 2A thus inferred is 200 - 250ft 
{60 - 80m). The areal variation of 2A will 
therefore also parallel the trend of the Fold 
Zone thickness (Maps 4 & 5). 
{ii) Wavelength, A is approximated by the crestal 
distance { X) between adjoining anticlines {or 
synclines) parallel to the enveloping surface 
of the Fold Zone. Areally, ~· varies conside-
rably, ranging from 35 to 350ft (10 - lOOm). 
At De Trap (Map 3) ~· is fairly constant, gene-
rally varying from 100 to 200ft (30 - 60m) {cf. 
fig. 11). A scatter diagram {fig. 17) shows no 
relation between Fold Zone depth and ~·, 
(iii) Fold Dihedral angle ( 0). e increases down-
wards for successively folded surfaces (Plate 2A). 
Very typical is the difference betweene for an-
ticlines ande for synclines; f3(anticlines) varies 
from close (30° - 70°) to tight (0° - 30°) while 
e(synclines)is always open (70° - 120°) (cf. 
Plates 6E & 4H). Isoclinal folding ( e = 0) is 
rare and occurs mostly in the uppermost folded sur-
faces of anticlines (Plate 6D) and some recumbent 
folds. Elasticas;:..like(e-<.o) {Ramsay, 1967, pp. 
349, 387-388) synclines were observed at De Bailie 
(Plate 1). E3(anticlines) tends to equal e(synclines) 
where the Fold Zone is less than 50ft (15m) thick. 
(iv) Continuation along fold axis. The detailed mapping 
2.3.2.3 Fold style 
at De Trap discloses that some individual synclines 
or anticlines continue for at least 2,000ft (600m) 
along their axes. The pod folds which have definite 
closures normal to their axes, have the following 
long dimensions: 
· Karookop 
- 200f t 
600f t 
Donkerkloof - 200ft 
(60m), 400ft (120m), 
(180m) & l,OOOft (300m) 
(60m), 300ft (90m) 
11 
••••• , folds of a given generation in a given rock type usually 
can be recognized and correlated by identity of style more than by any other 
character. 11 (Turner and Weiss, 1963; p •. 112) • 
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(i) Shape of folds in three dimensions. The classi-
fication of a fold according to the character of 
its axis and axial surface (Turner and Weiss, 1963; 
p. 110) is largely dependent on scale. Macrosco-
·pically, many folds may be regarded as plane or non-
plane cylindrical; the fold axis being statistical-
ly rectilinear. Mesoscopically the folds are com-
monly nonplane, noncylindrical, nonplane or plane cy-
lindrical (cf. Map 3 & figs. 11 & 15). The plane 
cylindrical shape becomes more common (macroscopically 
and mesoscopi~ally) from Patryskop northwards i.e. 
in the direction of the Fold Zone margin. 
Pod Folds are plane noncylindrical synclines, domi-
nantly doubly plunging (Plate 5A & Band fig. 18). 
They are common towards the marginal areas of the 
Fold Zone e.g. at Karookop and Bakleikraal. 
Map 2 illustrates two conical folds with subvertical 
axes. They have resulted from supel'posed folding. 
(ii) The shape of folds in ·profile is.shown on cross sec-
tions from Map 3 (figs. 11 - 15), fig. 18, Plates 1, 
2A, 6E & 4H. These profiles are typical of dishar--
monic folding as defined by Whitten (1966; p. 606), 
Badgley (1965; p. 55) and De Sitter (1956; p. 213) 
and also correspond to Ramsa,y. 1 s Class 3 (1967; p. 
366). Diagnostic features are listed below: 
(a) The radius of curvature increases downwards 
to a horizon of no deformation, which commonly 
is a detachment zone. Note that the opposite 
is true for parallel folds. 
(b) s4-b~nds are markedly thickened in the cores of 
anticlines. 
(c) Hinge zones are never angular, which is a re-
flection of competency. 
(d) Second or higher order folds on the limbs of 
major folds are uncommon. 
(e) The contrasting profile of anticlines and syn-
clines is the most striking aspect of style; 
the small tightly folded anticlines are situated 
between the wide. open folded synclines, which 
commonly bulge downwards where overfolded. 
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2.3.2.4 Fold attitude and symmetry 
Regarding cylindrical domains, most folds are rendered asymmetric 
by overfolding and have therefore monoclinic symmetry. Exceptions are rare; 
folds with orthorhombic symmetry (mm) were observed at Langkloof (Plate 6E). 
Orthorhombic symmetry is more common towards the marginal areas of the Fold 
Zone; folds with monoclinic symmetry are, however, always dominant. 
Horizontal to gently plunging inclined and recumbent folds (Plate 
5C & D) are m'ore typical than plunging upright folds (Map 3 & figs. 11 - 15); 
overfolding becomes scarcer and upright folds more common towards the mar-
ginal Fold Zone areas. The lower part of the Fold Zone usually consists 
of upright folded surfaces (Maps 2 & 3). 
2.3.2.5 Fold Zone fabric 
(i) Small scale (De Trap). The configuration of fold 
elements in a small portion of the Fold Zone is 
presented on Map 3. The area is divided into four 
domains of least heterogeneity; inspection reveals 
the impracticability of subdivision into homogeneous 
domains. 
Domain l represents the lower portion of the Fold 
Zone, which is also the domain of least heterogeneity; 
the s2-pole girdle (dgm. 26~ is ill-defined and indi-
cates low-dipping fold limb~. The subhorizontally 
plunging mesoscopic fold axes are scattered about/?. 
The S2-pole girdle maximum and /1define the preferred 
upright orientation of the axial surfaces. 
Domain 2 is typical of an overfolded upper part of the 
Fold Zone. The distribution of s3-poles has a large 
spread (dgm. 25). /3 forms the locus of the linear 
~lement distribution; statistically L2 is orientated 
parallel to the mesoscopic fold axes. Taken in con-
junction with field data (figs. 12 & 13) the position 
of the maximum within the girdle indicates overfol-
ding; the great circle through the minimum and /3 dips 
40° west and defines the preferred orientation of axial 
surfaces in domain 2. The axial trace thus inferred 
corresponds with the trend on Map 3. 
Domain 3 comprises an area of more complex folding in 
the upper part of the Fold Zone. The stereographic 
compilation of (s3-poles) (dgm. 24) indicates super-
posed folding. The"Jf-circle is the best fit locus 
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to the s3-pole girdle which combines a con-
tinuous spread of divergent s3-poles.(3, the 
preferred orientation of B, coincides with the 
locus of the linear elements (dgm. 23). The 
primary mode of the L2 and mesoscopic fold axes 
distribution has a large spread, which is sig-
nificantly skew anticlockwise. A notable se-
condary mode developed approximately normal to 
the primary mode is further indication of super-
posed folding. Overfolding is less dominant; 
axial surfaces preferably dip 70° west. 
By comparison of domains 1 and 2 (dgms. 25 & 26), 
it is evident that from bottom to top in the 
Fold Zone, upright folding gives way to overfol-
ding. The mode of deformation effected more 
constraint on the attitude of folds lower down 
in the Fold Zone. 
By inspection of Map 3 it appears as if the east-
west crossfolding is superposed on the major 
north-south trend (domain 3) 1 and would therefore 
constitute the "younger" event. This virtually 
coeval event is expressed by the tendency of the 
north-south trend to become tangentially related 
to the cross trend (cf. domain 4); this is sup-
ported by the skew distribution of linear elements 
in domain 3 (dgm. 23). 
Dgms. 24 & 25 show that all linear elements (inclu-
ding B) have a constant preferred orientation 
i.e. a 5° - 10° plunge in the direction 343°; the 
axial surfaces, though, have variable dip compo!. 
nents. 
(ii) Regional scale. The traces of fold axes and axial 
surfaces are compiled on Maps 41 5 & 6 while the 
inferred trends are shown on Map 1. The following 
characteristics are noted: 
(a) The stereographic compilation of fold ele-
ments on Map 4 (dgm, 27 on Map 4) shows that: 
1. The axial surfaces, having different 
dip components, are preferentially ar-
ranged round a zone axis, f3', which 
forms the locus of the fold axes,fo' 
plunges 5° in a direction 321° and the 
axial surfaces preferentially dip to-
wards the southwest. 
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2. Axial surfaces of anticlines which 
are commonly upright, have a more 
variable trend than those of the 
synclines (the poles along the pri-
mitive are mainly those of anticli-
nal axial surfaces). 
(b) Dgm. 28 (on Map 5) which is a composite of data 
on Maps 5 & 6, indicates a preferential dip of axial 
surfaces towards the east-northeast. 
(c) The areal configuration of axial traces in the south 
apparently describes an arc with the convex side 
pointing · towards the east-northeast (Maps 1 & 4), 
while the data on Maps 5 & 6 seem to describe an arc 
with the convex side pointing towards the west (Map 1). 
The isolated centres of no deformation at De Trap and 
De Bailie (Map 4) appear to be related to the asso-
ciated divergent structural trends. 
2.4 SECOND PERIOD OF PENECONTEMPORANEOUS 
DEFORMATION 
Small scale folding, well typified by magnitude and style, documents 
a second period of deformation. These phenomena were observed at De Trap, Green-
berg and at Karookop (Map 6) where Visser (1962, 1965) followed by Rust (1967), 
described these structures as glacial grooves and striae. 
j 
At De Trap the deformation has affected the Oskop Member. 
tigraphic horizons are similarly deformed at Karookop: 
Two stra-
(i) The upper surface of the Peninsula Formation(or Oskop 
Member after Rust, 1967; p. 43)which locally has an 
intertongueing relationship with overlying arenaceous 
diamictite. 
(ii) An arenite lentil 6ft (l.Bm) higher up in arenaceous 
diamictite (Kobe Member after Rust, 1967; p. 46). 
2.4.2 Structure 
Low irregular undulations (Plate 5E) in cross-stratified layers (A'= 
20 - 30ft/6 - 9m, 2A = 4 - lOft/1.2 - 3m)'locally give way to cylindrical folding, 
notable for its regular spacing(~= 2ft/0.6m, 2A = lft/0.3m) and rectilinear 
parallel trend of fold axes (Plate 5F). Symmetric forms predominate (cf. Plates 
6A & 5G). 
A notable feature of these folds is a periodical distribution of folded 
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forms which transgresses all size classes_ (Plates 5H & 6A). 
wrinkles are found only in the troughs of synclines. 
b(Geom. )-
At Karookop the depth of fold penet~ation in the cross-stratified 
layers is not known but the effect of .folding on the cross-laminae is clear-
ly illustrated by their sigmoidal posture on an eroded surface (Plate 6B). 
At De Trap where the Oskop Member consists of sets of layers, both folding 
and wrinkling are penetrative within-at least the upper 2ft (0.6m). 
The structural trends of the two periods of penecontemporaneous 
deformation corresponds (cf. Ma.p(6~. 
At Groenberg, on the upper surface of the Peninsula Formation, the 
same small scale folding is present in association with a grounded ice-block 
cast; Plate 4c illustrates the ice-thrusted ridge (fold) which developed 
in front of the ice-block. Drag effects below the block are documented by 
linear drag marks and tools (first described by Rust 1967; p. 76). Ripple 
marks can be seen beyond the ridge. The movement direction of the ice block 
(probably caused by tidal currents) parallels the long axis of the small folds 
(Map 6), but is transversely related to the ice-thrust ridge. 
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3 DISCUSS I 0 N AND C O·N CL US I 0 NS 
3.1 DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT OF 
THE DIAMICTITES 
Following Harland et al. (1966), the arenaceous diamictites of the 
Pa.khuis Formation are considered to be tillites. A glacial origin, although 
"distant" is well founded on the common occurrence of facetted, striated and 
polished clasts. 
The blanket shape of the diamictite lithosomes, stratification, 
intercalation of sorted arenite lentils etc. indicate subaqueous deposition. 
Microfabric analysis largely substantiates this view: 
(i) Differential constraint was imposed on the 
orientation of grains of different size frac-
tions~ 
(ii) A variable mode of particle transport has 
been established, indicating different flow 
regimes. 
(iii) The variability of the flow medium is indi-
cated by a variance in fabric pattern within 
and between samples. 
Pulsatory turbulent flow is implied. 
The paleocurrent data (Map 3) indicate flow ina south-southeasterly 
direction which corresponds with the paleocurrent trend for the Table Mountain 
Group (Rust, 1967). 
The lower Sneeukop, upper Sneeukop and Steenbras diamictites repre-
sent discrete episodes of like diamictite deposition intermitted by two periods 
of superficial deformation. The badly sorted nature of the diamictite and 
turbulent character of the transport medium indicate high density and fast flow-
ing currents of short duration. The fallacy of inferring ice-flow directions 
from fabric analysis of the Pa.khuis tillites is well borne out (Visser, 1962; 
Rust 1 1967). 
3.2 RHEOLOGY OF THE DEFORMED SEDIMENTS 
3.2.1 Peninsula Arenite 
The absence of erosional features such as unconformaties, channels, 
fossil soil profiles (Rust, 1967) at the arenite/diamictite interface indi-
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cat es that deposition of the Peninsula sa.nd was followed uninterruptedly by 
the deposition of the Sneeukop diamictites. An unconsolidated condition 
for the Peninsula sand dliring deformation is implied. 
The mode of transposition and conservation of structure during 
folding imply hydroplastic (Elliot, 1965) behaviour of the sand. Sparse 
examples of rupture indicate solid or quasi-solid (Elliot, 1965) behaviour~ 
which was effective after hydroplastic transposition. Apparently the hy-
droplastic strain limit was exceeded under local conditions of tensional 
stress (fig. 10). 
3.2.2 Lower Sneeukop Diamictites 
Microfabric analysis on samples ta.ken approximately in the central 
part of the Member, reveals typical primary textures (dgms. 4 - 6). The 
preserve.tion of primary textures rules out the possibility of liquid or quasi-
liquid (Elliot, 1965) behaviour for at least the central part of the Member. 
The sedimentary dikes always lie in the ac(Geom.)-plane of the sync-
lines, indicating that the dike formation was contemporaneous with, and con-
trolled by the deformation. Solid tensional fracturing preceded injection 
of the dike material. The implication is that a large, .apparently the upper, 
part of the lower Sneeukop Member behaved as a solid while portions of the 
lower part, source of the injected diamict~ was in a quasi-liquid state. 
Quasi-liquid behaviour of the diamict in the dikes is indicated by grading 
within the dikes; the central part of the dike constituted the more compe-
tent flow regime. 
s3-surfaces, infrequently found at or near the diarnictite/ Peninsula 
arenite contact, represent discrete slip surfaces which are more likely to 
be formed in a hydroplastic than quasi-liquid sediment. 
Solid/quasi-solid behaviour of the basal part of the diamict is 
ruled out by the occurrence therein of detached bands of Peninsula arenite. 
During an "advanced" stage of deformation (Le. after transpositio~ took place) 
s3- and/or s4-bands became parted from the Peninsula sand contact by a splay-
ing mechanism. Progressive deformation, in some instances, further folded 
.and buckled these s3- and/or s4-bands. Whereas both the Peninsula sand and 
the diamict near the contact are considered to have been in a hydroplastic 
state, their relative competency is clearly illustrated by this phenomenon: 
the sand behaved as an entity while the diamict flowed in a more unconstrained 
manner. 
The same relation is illustrated where clasts are partly embedded 
in the Peninsula arenite (Plate 2D). Some amoUJ!,t of relative slip during 
flexural-slip folding is expected on the contact surface. As no relative 
movement between the clasts and arenite is evident, it is inferred that the 
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flowing diamict exercised little force on the obstructive clasts. 
The external morphology of the coarse-grained arenite lentils, in-
tercalated throughout the lower Sneeukop Member, does not show any deforma-
tion. The fine-grained arenite lentils, situated at the base, have under-
gone solid/quasi-solid deformation by small scale penetrative normal faul-
tingo This phenomenon is an anomaly within the rheological and deformational 
pattern; it is proposed after Shotton (1965; p. 422 - 425) that this struc-
ture has resulted from shrinkage of frozen ground prior to deformation and 
immediately after deposition of the lentil dur~ subaerial exposure. 
3.2.3 Discussion 
The behaviour of unconsolidated sediments under stress can largely 
be inferred from the Mohr-Coulomb law (Mathews and MacKay 1 1960; Williams, 
1960; Viete, 1960; De Sitter, 1956): 
'f (crit )=lo + ('(T'"- p) tan ~ 
where the critical shear stress \f"crit~ is a function of the 
(i) cohesion of the sediment tfo) 1 
(ii) total normal stress v-7, 
(iii) hydrostatic pore pressure (p) and 
(iv) the angle of internal friction (cp). 
Cohesion, pore pressure and internal friction (shearing resistance) are func-
tions of grain size and grain size distribution. Cohesion increases with 
a decrease in grain size and approaches zero for sand. The angle of inter-
nal friction is ca. zero for saturated clays and 30° - 35° for sand (Spencer, 
1969). The angle of internal friction is also dependent on packing and/or 
porosity and is, according to Van Schalkwyk (1967), ca. 32° at failure for 
the critical porosity of ca. 0.41. Pore pressure controls effective stress 
(~- p) which is partly dependent on the density of the sediment in relation 
to its critical density (De Sitter). The effect of pore pressure is largely 
dependent on permeability and rate of stress application; a clay, thus would 
more easily be liquified than a sand. 
The sedimentary environment of the Table Mountain Group suggests 
a water saturated condition.of the sediments prior to deformation. Theo re-
tical considerations indicate that the Peninsula sand would have required; 
a large critical shearing stress. This appreciable shearing stress would be 
reduced by increased pore pressure and by adjustment along po~ential slip sur-
faces, such as s1 and S2. In this manner laminar hydroplastic flow may develop 
in the sand under stress. The total absenc.e of thrust faulting is signifi-
cant (by comparison with similarly deformed sediments - section 4.2) and ex-
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presses this unique mode of stress accommodation. The permeability of the 
sand, coupled with a not too rapid application of stress, would have inhibi-
ted the local development of high pore pressures which facilitate thrust faul-
ting. 
A low critical shearing stress for the lower Sneeukop diamict can 
be inferred from its bad sorting (low permeability) and notable clay content. 
The homogeneity of the diamictite lithosome contrasts sharply with its inferred 
variable rheologic behaviour during deformation. The upper part of the dia-
mict acted as a solid while the lower part behaved more unconstrained under 
stress. It is therefore postulated that the more solid diamict was rendered 
thus by ground-ice, say to a depth of 20' or so. Ground-ice increases the 
critical shearing stress appreciably by elimination of the hydrostatic pore 
pressure and increase in the cohesion factor; effective stress becomes equal 
to total normal stress. A blanket of frozen ground explains the solid beha-
viour while the partial liquefaction of the underlying diamict is due to the 
blanketing effect which increases pore pressure under load.. At the diamict/ 
sand interface, the larger permeability of the Peninsula sand drained off 
pore water in the diamict, thereby' increasing its critical shearing stress 
and s3-slip surfaces developed in it. 
In places where the overlying cover of diamict was thin or absent, 
ground ice might have been developed in the Peninsula sand. During defor-
matton the frozen sand would have resisted transposition and might have yiel-
ded by rupture. Such effects of solid behaviour were observed at the Pup 
(Plates 4A & B) in the upper reaches of the Fold Zone. 
3.3 INTERPRETATION OF THE STRUCTURE 
3.3.1 External geometry of the Fold Zone 
The functional relation between the basin axis and external geometry 
of the Fold Zone, especially the gradual decrease in Fold Zone thickness to-
wards its margins, indicates a homogeneously and regionally operating force 
markedly affected by the basin shape. 
The isolated centres of no deformation from where the Fold Zone 
thickness gradually increases, probably represent more competent areas ren-
dered such by frozen ground. 
The regular lower decollement surface is due to relative slip on 
stratification surfaces. 
3.3.2 Flexural-slip folding 
The cusp and caries style of folding is typical of penecontempora-
neous deformational features e.g. convolute laminae, load folds, slump struc-
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tures etc. 'The "anticlines" tend to be narrow and sharp, whereas the "syn-
clines" tend to be wide and flat-bottomed. Features with this geometry are 
diagnostic of decollernent; in reality the "synclines" are but passive fea-
tures that are outlined by the rising "anticlines" as adjustment takes place 
along a gliding or slipping surface below.• (Sanders, 1960; 416). 
Ramsay (1967; pp. 382 - 386) considers this style of folding to 
be typical of structures developed by lateral compressive stress on a con-
tact surface between materials of different composition. The sharp-crested 
antiforms will point towards the higher density (viscosity) material. 
Arguments are considered below which show that folding was dominantly 
caused by vertical stress conditions i.e. a load pressure which resulted in 
a lithostatic stress environment. (The deviatoric stress component is dis-
cussed in section 3.3.3). 
(i) Appreciable load is necessary for the liquefaction 
and intrusion mechanism of the diamict. 
(ii) Complete transposition is thought to be effected 
under more severe stress than that necessary to 
overcome the initial slip resistance. This over-
stress condition was homogeneously distributed in 
the upper part of the Fold Zone as documented by 
the presence of s3-bands. By implication, it is 
inferred that appreciable load stress operated on 
the upper surface of the Fold Zone. 
(iii) Laminar flow within s4-bands took place from the 
"passive" synclines to the "active" anticlines; 
this is well illustrated by the relative attenua-
tion of bands in the synclines and thickening in 
the anticlinal cores. The resulting movement pic-
ture necessitates a vertical stress system (fig. 19) 
to correspond with mean strain. 
ening took place. 
No lateral short-
The movement picture (fig. 19) is composed of: 
(i) Mean strain which is inferred by considering s4-
bands as passive markers. 
(ii) a(Kin.) within homogeneous domains (fold limbs*) 
as inferred from pure strain of s4-bands. 
a(Kin.) inferred from slip on s2 (section 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.1.3) and microfa-
bric patterns (section 2.3.1.4) have the same orientation, within respective 
fold limbs, approximately normal to B. a(Kin.) depicts the componental move-
* The homotactic fabrics of the fold limbs have orthorhombic symmetry. 
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ments of mean strain. 
3.3.3 Fold Zone fabric 
The alignment of the sedimentary dikes parallel to ac(Geom.) of 
the synclines, allows the conventional orientation of the strain ellipsoid 
with its long axis parallel to B. Mean straini in the diamictite is there-
fore perpendicularly orientated with respect to mean strain of the fold sys-
tem (cf. fig. 19). 
The asymmetry of the fold system renders the total fabric monocli-
nic. The plane of symmetry isac(Geom.). The internal axis of rotation 
defines b(Kin.) and parallels B(section 2.3.1.3), which again corresponds 
with the external axis of rotation (fig. 20) as defined by the zone axis,/3 • 
(section 2.3.2.5 (ii)). The sense of rotation around the internal and ex-
ternal axis of rotation need not be the same. The external axis of rota-
tion, {3 ', indicates a stress couple (fig. 20) which constitutes a deviatbric 
(Turner & Weiss, 1963; p. 26l)component of the earlier deduced lithostatic 
stress system. The stratigraphic position of the Fold Zone indicates that 
this stress couple operated along the horizontal i.e. parallel to the depo-
sitional interface. 
The stress couple consisted of an active stress deviator operating 
in the direction of asymmetry, and a passive resistive stress. Where the 
two opposing stresses approached each other in magnitude a movement picture 
with orthorhombic symmetry should have resulted. Folds with orthorhombic 
symmetry were frequently observed towards the marginal areas of the Fold Zone. 
The preferred orientation of B, as well as that of the zone axis, 
~', plunges from 5° to 10° in a direction 330° (Map 4). This anomalous orien-
tation of B has undoubtedly not been effected by later tectonic tilting, and 
remains p~oblematic. 
Pod folding developed towards the marginal areas of the Fold Zone 
is ascribed to discontinuous stress environments. 
The regional configuration of the stress deviator is depicted on 
Maps 1, 4 & 5, i.e. normal to the fold axes and opposite to the dip direction 
of the axial surfaces. 
the basin axis. 
Note that the sense of direction tends to be towards 
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4 H Y P 0 T H E S I S 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Penecontemporaneous superficial folding on t~is grand scale can 
be accounted for by only two known processes: 
(i) Gravitational sliding of the sediment 
under its own weight. 
(ii) Overriding by ice sheets or glaciers. 
Gravitational gliding is discarded on the following grounds: 
(i) It does not provide the necessary stress confi-
guration •. 
(ii) No significant lateral translation occurred on the 
decollement surface. 
(iii) The marginal areas of the Fold Zone could not 
have been deformed under their own weight, es~ 
pecially as a natural gliding surface was lacking~ 
(iv) As a model it fails to explain many features of 
the Fold Zone. 
The glacial model is accepted as a working hypothesis because: 
(i) Sediments of glacial origin are associated with 
the Fold Zone. 
(ii) Certain phenomena can only be explained by the 
presence of ground ice. 
(iii) Similar structures have been formed by the Pleisto-
cene ice sheet in the Northern Hemisphere. 
(iv) As a model it successfully explains most of the 
observed features. 
4.2 GLACIAL . MODEL 
The deformation of unconsolidated substrata by overriding ice-sheets 
and glaciers of Pleistocene age, has been described by Fuller (1914), Slater 
(1926, 1927), Byers (1959), Viete (1960), Kupsch (1962), Rutten (1960, 1965), 
Ma thews and MacKay (1960, 1964, 1965), and Dell wig and Baldwin (1965). 
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The main features are listed below. 
(i) Mainly compressional structures develope while 
tensional forms are rare. The larger structures 
usually are folds and thrust faults. Folds with 
a vertical extent of 500 - 600ft and thrust faults 
with dip-slip components of .150 - 200ft have been 
reported. Ice-thrust ridges are characteristically 
sharp crested; the bevelling of the folds may be 
due to the flowing ice. Synclines generally are 
much wider, their axes being 50 - lOOm apart. 
Fold axes commonly converge along strike and thrust 
planes show slickensides and grooves. Allochtonous 
rafts (locally a few km across), while being incor-
porated as englacial material, have undergone defor-
mation in the same manner as the glacial ice itself; 
some have been broken into fragments and deposited 
with an imbricate structure. 
(ii) The following small structures have been described: 
(a) ~inor folds. 
(b) Sedimentary dikes which tend to be sub-
parallel with the normal to the ice-front. 
(c) Irregular intrusions i.e. mutual flow 
effects between beds; mixing of rotated 
slabs of material from the lower bed with 
the overlying material. 
(d) Fuller (1914; fig. 140) shows an irregular 
contact, the bottom material being splayed 
along bedding planes. 
(iii) Deformational zones, characterized by different types 
of structures, can be related to distance behind the 
ice-front; imbricate thrust blocks form closest to 
the terminus while flat lying folds farther back, 
originated by frictional drag underneath the ice mass~ 
(iv) The folds form transversely to the direction of ice-
flow. Axial planes and thrust faults usually dip 
in a direction opposite to ice-flow. The plunge of 
individual fold axes may range from 20° to 35° in 
opposing directions; thus several culminations and 
/ 
depressions appear on strike within the same fold. 
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Structural features typically define an arcuate 
pattern in plan, with the convex side point.ing 
in the direction of ice-flow. 
(v) The relation between the deformed structures and · 
the overlying till is well described by Kupsch: 
"The ablation till lies disconformably on the 
bevelled bedrock structures, but the basal till 
constitutes a conformable part of the deforma-
tions." 
(vi) The absence of inverted fold limbs in association 
with thrust faults indicates superficial folding 
(De Sitter, 1956; p. 405) and disproves gravitatio~ 
nal gliding (De Sitter, 1964; p. 255). 
(vii) Controlling factors of deformation are firstly the 
nature of the overridden sediment and secondly the 
static and dynamic pressures exerted by the ice-
' load. These are functions mainly of ice thickness, 
velocity of flow and topography. 
(a) Kupsch estimated that ice thicknesses 
of 450 - 900ft formed ice-thrust ridges 
with 200' vertical dimension. According 
to Viete (from Kupsch): " •••• the static 
pressure exerted by a glacier 200m thick 
varies between 18kg/cm2 for clean ice to 
as high as 36kg/cm2 for ice choked in de-
bris." Huizinga (1944; from Kupsch) poin-
ted out that a minimal lateral push of ca. 
300kg/cm2 is necessary to form ice-thrust 
ridges. Kamb (1964) regards the shearing 
stress at the bottom of glaciers to be rough-
ly constant at lkg/cm2• " ••• , there is con-
siderable evidence to support the view that 
deformation commonly occurred near the mar-
gin of an actively moving lobe" (Mathews 
and MacKay, 1960). 'Kupsch explains: "It 
has been observed in existing glaciers that 
thrusting in ice is best developed near its 
margin, where the rigid upper surface of the 
glacier, which further upstream overlies plas-
tic ice, extends to the base 
" • 0 0 • 
(b) Pre-glacial topography is an important control-
ling·-.factor; the maximum development of struc-
tures is along slopes facing the direction of 
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ice-flow and along borders of pre-glacial 
valleys. Mathews and MacKay (1964) do 
not consider an opposing slope a necessary 
condition for ice-thrusting. 
(c) Controversial opinions have been expressed 
by Kupsch and Mathews and MacKay (amongst 
others) on the effect of ground-ice on ice-
thrusting. Mathews and MacKay (1960) con-
clude that: 
1. The shear strength of sediments 
usually exceeds the shear stress 
applied by a glacier on its sub-
stratum (lkg/cm2). "Abnormal cir-
cumstances such as unusually high 
shear stress beneath the ice, un-
usually low shear strength of soils, 
or unusually high pore pressures seem, 
however, to have permitted shear fai-
lure in many widely separated locali-
ties." 
' 2. The development of interstitial ground-
ice is not a necessary condition to 
transmit stress as loading by the over-
lying ice would render the sediments 
sufficiently competent. 
(viii) Various modes of deformation by the overriding ice have 
been postulated: 
(a) Incorporation of substratal material by the gla-
cial ice will result in a glacial pseudomorph 
structure of such material. 
(b) Ice-push in front of the ice sheet. 
(c) Frictional drag beneath the ice-sheet by means 
of a basal slip mechanism. 
(d) A permafrost substratal layer in essence consti-
tutes part of the glacier and becomes deformed 
by glacier tectonics. 
4.3 PENECONTEMPORANEOUS DEFORMATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
The Table Mountain embayment in the Western Cape was affected by at 
least two ice sheat transgressions. Small advances of short duration along 
the marginal areas are indicated. The first transgression was preceded by 
a retreat of the water, to such an extent that a thin veneer of ground-ice 
was sporadically formed under permafrost.conditions; locally the ground-ice 
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penetrated deeply and formed a bulwark against subsequent deformation. The 
preglacial topography could at the most have been slightly undulating and-' 
.controlled local development of ground-ice. Deformation took place predo-
minantly by frictional drag underneath the ice-sheet. The' ice advanced from 
the south-west as well as from the north-east towards the basin axis. The 
thin active frontal surges reached the basin axis where the deepest deforma-
tion is recorded. Superposed structures are ascribed to coalescing pied-
mont ice sheets and to the radial expansion advance mechanism of ice-sheets. 
The second ice advance took place after an increase in water depth in the 
basin. The predominantly floating ice sheets sporadically touched down to 
form peculiar structures of small magnitude. 
The lower Sneeukop Member represents proglacial drift dispersed 
subaquously during the first and major retreat of the water level. Follo-
wing the first period of deformation the upper Sneeukop Member was deposited 
during the interglacial period while the embayment became flooded again. 
A second glacial period set in during or shortly after deposition of the up-
. 
per Sneeukop Member. The water level steadily lowered and permitted redis-
tribution and sorting of the upper part of the diamict. This resulted in 
the formation of the Oskop sand. The deformation of the Oskop Member docu-
ments the cu:lmination of the second glacial period together with the associated 
increase in water depth. The Steenbras Member was deposited during the first 
stage of the waning ice-age. Thereafterthe water deepened progressively 
during the formation of the Kobe Member; this lutaceous diamictite laterally 
(towards the basin axis) and vertically grades into the Soom Shale Member 
which marks the maximum water depth attained in the embayment and disconti-
nuation of the glacial environment. 
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A and B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
PLATE 2 
The Fold Zone at De Bailie and Donkerkloof re~pec­
ti vely. Note tlie regular bounding surfaces. 
See Plate 6E. 
Megaclasts from the lower Sneeukop diamictite 
are par·tly embedded·. in" the upper surface (vertical 
face) of the folded Peninsula arenite. The lineation, 
12, · is well developed. The observer stands on 
diamictite (Platberg). 
An example of the arenite lentils which are 
intercalated throughout the lower Sneeukop 
Member (De Trap). 
Cross-laminae (s1-layers) are perpendicular to 
str·atification ( S2) on the "saddle" of a box-like 
fold (Peninsula arenite, De Trap). 
The transposed cross-laminae (S3-bands) are 
shown to be bounded by S4-surf aces in Peninsula 
arenite. · The arrows indicate the relative 
movement (slip on S4) which caused the folding 
in S3 (De Trap). 
The different stages of transposition within 
a single cross-stratified layer are illustrated; 
the final transposed stage i.e. where S1 is 
parallel to S2, has been attained between 2 
and 3. The clipboard is 15" long (Peninsula 
areni te, De Trap). 
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PLATE 1 
NARDOUW FORMATION N.F. 
CEDARBERG FORMATION C.F. 
THE· FOLD ZONE PAKHUIS FORMATION outlined 
t at De ·Bailie ) P.ENINSULA FORMATION P.F. 
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PLATE 3 
A The drag feature is caused either by slip be-
tween s2- layers (cross-stratified layers) or 
by slip between the 81-layers (cross-laminae) 
and the S2- surf ace, facing reader (Peninsula 
arenite, De Trap). 
B The S3--surf aces demarcate S3-bands in the diamic-
.· ti te of the lower Sneeukop Member (De Trap). 
C Folding in S3 parasitic to folding in S4 (Peninsula 
arenite, De Trap). 
D Fold mullions; their enveloping surf ace consti-
tutes a S4-surface. (Peninsula arenite, De Trap). 
E Similar folding due to differential slip on S3 
(Peninsula arenite, De Trap). 
F 
G and H 
The hinge zone of 
of the Fold Zone. 
Trap). 
an .. anticline in the lower part 
The folded surf ace is S2 (De 
The lineation, L2, developed in transposed struc-
tures (Peninsula arenite, Langkloof and Sneeukop 
(Bo-Rozendal) ) • 
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PLATE 4 
A Penecontemporaneous faulting in the upper horizons of 
the Fold Zone (Peninsula arenite, The Pup). 
B The enigmatic posture of S3-bands within a S4-band 
(Peninsula arenite, The Pup). 
c The cast of a grounded ice block on the upper surface. 
of the Peninsula Formation; note the drag marks below 
and the ice-thrusted ridge in front (Groenberg). 
D A sedimentary dike in the lower Sneeukop diamictite 
(De Trap). 
E Detached bands of arenite situated in diamictite 
.. (lower Sneeukop, De Trap). 
F The band of arenite, situated in the diamictite, has 
been folded after detachment from the Peninsula con-
tact (De Trap). 
G An initial stage in the "stoping" or "splaying" pro-
cess by which bands of arenite became detached from 
the upper Peninsula surf ace (De Trap). 
H The sharp isoclinal crestal form of the anticline 
is typical; note the attenuation of S4-bands in the 
crest and thickening in the core (Sneeukop, Nuweberg). 
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PLATE 5 
A The end-on closure of a pod fold (Donkerkloof ). 
B An asymmetric pod fold {Karookop). 
c The hinge zone in the core of a recumbe~t fold 
(De Trap). 
D A recumbent fold; the upper limb forms the top 
of the Fold Zone (Patryskop). 
E Irregular undulations in the upper surf ace of 
the Peninsula Formation (Karookop). · 
F A local occurrence of sm~ll rectilinear folds 
in the upper surf ace of the Peninsula Formation; 
note the regular spacing and parallelism (Karoo-
kop). 
G An asymmetric form of the folds described above. 
H The b-wrinkles in the troughs of folds (Plate 6A) 
reflect the same periodicity and style of folding 
as the larger folds (Karookop). 
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PLATE 6 
A The folded surface of an arenite lentil in diamic-
tite, ca. 6 feet above the upper surface of the 
Peninsula Formation. Note the periodicity and style 
of folding (cf. fig. 19) (Karookop). 
B The sigmoidal curve illustrates the defor·med nature 
of the cross-laminae where the folded upper part 
of the cross-strati£ied layer has been eroded away. 
The photo was taken in the lower right corner of 
Plate 5F (Karookop). 
c The incompetent behaviour of the Peninsula arenite 
is reflected by the variable thickness of the S4-band 
{De Trap). 
D The isoclinal crestal part of an anticline in the 
uppermost part of the Fold zone. Note the nonplane 
cylindrical form of the fold (De Bailie). 
E A rare occurrence of upright folding in the southern 
part of the area investigated. The broad synclines 
and narrow cuspate anticlines are characteristic. 
The structural discontinuity at the upper s'ur·f ace 
of the Fold Zone implies post-deformational erosion 
( Langkloof) • 
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32 
33 
34 
FIGURE 1 
(compiled from Rust, 1967; figs. 99 & 112) 
I 
The broken lines show the variation 
in Fold Zone thickness with respect 
to the basin axis 
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The lower limit of the Fold Zone is shown relative to the 
horizontal which represents the upper· boundary. The sec-
tion lines are given on Maps 4 & 5 
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DIAGRAMS 
1. Diagrams 1 - 16: 
(a) The block diagrams illustrate the three-
dimensional f abr·ic p"attern of quartz grains. 
(b) The sample positi9ns are indicated on Map 3 
by the diagram number. 
(c) The· modal vectors as inferred from the rele-
vant compass diagrams (co.dgms.) are de-
picted on each face of maximum fabric 
contrast: 
(d) 
/,..-·-... ... / '• ~::---1 
\ ..... ___ .•. / 
/~ .. , .. ~·-·"··· .. , 
/ \ 
i"' _.- . - ·-71 \ i '~..... .l 
·-,.,../ 
(I". ·. . \ 1 // 
All azimuthal 
Primary modal vector 
Secondary modal vector 
Random distribution 
notations refer to true north 
(i) the geographic attitude of the main 
/ bounding surface; 12345 means that 
the surf ace dips 45° towards the 
right hand side when looking in the 
direction 1230, 
(ii) the zero position of the orientation 
circle on the main bounding surf ace 
is referred to true north either· by 
a strike or dip direction or by the 
projection there-on of true north, 
(iii) where the direction of a (Sed.) is 
indicated, it has been corrected for 
tilt if necessary. 
(e) Lines on planes perpendicular to the main 
bounding surface and parallel to it are 
defined by the zero position (000). 
2. Diagrams 17 - 28 : 
(a) Dgms. 27 & 28 are on Maps 4 & 5. 
(b) All stereographic plots are in the lower 
hemisphere. 
(c) The localities are indicated on Map 3 by 
the diagram number . 
. ·. ~. 
i.e. 
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DIAGRAMS 
The preferred orientation of quartz. grains 
8.~336 000 o10 ,..___a=J46 
"-. ab=33630 
CO.OGM.18 
.,,9'" 
ac 
10~000 '" -I '- ~(170) 
O.gO 
) CO.DGM. 28 
b 0 v 
O> 
0 
6C' 
~126 
·0 V 00 
EBOOO ... 110 OJo 
0 ac O> 
0 
~000 ~ 
CO.DGM. 3 C 
~ l 
be 
8'" 
CO.OGM.4C 
arenite lentil, lower 
Sneeukop Member (De 
Trap) 
arenite lentil, lower. 
Sneeukop Member (De 
Trap) 
diamictite, lower 
Sneeukop Member (De 
Trap) 
diamictite, lower 
Sneeukop Member (De 
Trap) 
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6 
7 
8 
180 
DIAGRAMS 
The pref erred orientation of quartz grains 
ac 
ac 
ab= subhor 1 z. 
' ... 
Qjooo 
K7 
CO.DGM.58 
' 8•160 
,(f'\000 ~30 
090 
CO.DGM. 68 
130 .................. 0 
diamictite, lower 
Sneeukop Member 
(De Trap) 
diamictite, lower 
Sneeukop Member 
(De Bailie) 
-s·· " 
. /__oo~co~·::.;;;_DGM_.7_A_1 &l,e~ diamictite, upper Sneeukop Member (De Trap) 
CO.DGM.78 
~ 
diamictite, upper 
Sneeukop Member 
(De Trap) 
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12 
DIAGRAMS 
The pref erred orientation of quartz grains 
C'q~ 
.. . ~.9(' 
51 DIP 
S1DIP 
ac 
'"~"' v 
CO.OGM. 98 
,~8"' 
CO.D'iM.hJ~. 
CO.DGMJ1 
c· 
CO.DGM.12C 
diamictite, upper 
Sneeukop Member 
(De Bailie) 
diamictite, Steen-
bras Member (De 
Trap) 
deformed arena-
ceous cross-lamina, 
Peninsula Formation 
(De Trap) 
deformed arenaceous 
cross-lamina, 
Peninsula Formation 
(De Trap) 
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13 
14 
DIAGRAMS 
The pref erred orientation of quartz grains 
a·c· 
ooe 
CO.OGM. 138 
~ () 
LI:Jooo \J7 
0 
"' ° CO.DGM.14C 
S3-band, Peninsula 
Formation (De Trap) 
S3-band, lower 
Sneeukop diami.ctite 
(De Trap) 
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DIAGRAMS 
(Preferred orientation of quartz _grains .in 
sedimentary Clikes, lower Sneeukop Member - De Trap) 
2es ,._llQ.W 1> 
15 
- -·--.121 
ID.~ .. ' I ' ' 
I § 
DIKE WALL (127901 
8- I •w•~oa• / 
16 
"' 
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. DIAGRAMS 
i >0<11'1> . >5''• 
Poles to rudaceous clasts in the lower 
Sneeukop Member showing a random dis-
tribution (De Trap). 
18 
1>0.•S•/, I :.5'1• 
Poles to r·u.daceous clasts in the lower 
Sneeukop Member showing a random dis-
tribution (De Trap). 
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J' 
DIAGRAMS 
19 
Macrof a ~.;ric pattern of the up:per Sneeukop Mem-
ber as depicted by nadirs to planar and poles 
to linear clasts (De Trap). Contours at 0% and 
6~{,. 
20 
-
Macrof a bric i)attern of the upper Sneeukop Mem-
ber as depicted by poles to clasts (De Trap). 
Contou.r·s at 0% and 6%. 
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Stereographic compilation of S1, S2 and 11 
of an anticline in the lower part of the 
Fold zone(De Trap). 
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DIAGRAMS 
I + 
Compilation of linear elements (mesoscopic fold 
axes and 12) in domain 3, Map 3 (De Trap). is 
derived from dgm. 24. Contours at 0% and 10%. 
S3-pole diagram, domain 3 (Map 3, De Trap). 
Contours at 0%, 2% and 4%. 
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DIAGRAMS 
25 
Ns, 0151 
Compilation of subfabrics (83-poles, 
mesosco:ic fold axes and 12), domain 
2 (Map 3, De Trap): Contours at 0% 
1f'-titttLI 
- - - - -
and 3%. 
: 
£ 
~ 
: 
.,. . 
__ ,_ __ 
A11!1!!111i1rh 
"IJJJiJijjJJJ/ 
Compilation of subfabrics (82-poles and 
mesoscopic fold axes), domain 1 (Map 3, 
De Trap). Contour at 0%. 
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COMPASS DIAGRAMS 
(Long axis orientation of quartz grains) 
1. The three-dimensional configuration of the 
compass diagrams (co.dgms.) is depicted by 
similarly numbered diagrams 1 to 16. 
2. Where grain sizes are differentiated, the 
coarse fraction (A' larger than 1 mm) is re-
presented by co.dgms. D, the fine frac~ion 
(A' smaller than 0.4 mm) by co.dgms. E and the 
composite by co.dgms. A. 
3. The proportion measurements per class interval 
can be read with reference to the broken cir-
cle. 
4. The orientation data (modLAlo 'TT) are grouped 
in 200 classes. 
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COMPASS DIAGRAMS 
(Long axis orientation of quartz grains) 
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6D 
COMPASS DIAGRAMS 
(Long axis orientation of quartz grains) 
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BB 
COMPASS DIAGRAMS 
(Long axis orientation of quartz grains) 
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COMPASS DIAGRAMS 
(Long axis orientation·of quartz grains) 
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COMPASS DIAGRAMS 
(Long axis orientation of quartz grains) 
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COMPASS DIAGRAMS 
(Long axis orientation of quartz grains) 
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15A 
15C 
168 
COMPASS DIAGRAMS 
(Long axia orientation of quartz grains) 
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